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WALT: Subtract amounts of money to give change, 
using both £ and p in practical contexts.

WILF: I can subtract both £ and p using written and 
mental methods. I can check and/or calculate change 
correctly.  



DivingGive Change

Carl buys a packet of pens for 54p. He pays 
with 70p. How much change should he receive? 

Which operation are you going to use to 
calculate the change? 

54p I have 
70 p.



DivingGive Change

Carl buys a packet of pens for 54p. He pays 
with 70p. How much change should he receive? 

In order to calculate our change, we have to do 
subtraction! We always take away the amount of money 
that the product costs from the amount of money that we 
pay.  

money I 
give

money the 
product 
costs

change- =



DivingGive Change

Carl buys a packet of pens for 54p. He pays 
with 70p. How much change should he receive? 

We are using subtraction. Let’s use the column method! 

70
- 54

16p

6 10



DivingGive Change

Abraham is working out the change he will 
receive from £5 and 90 pence if he buys a 
balloon for £2 and 80 pence. Complete the 
calculations to find the change.



DivingGive Change

Abraham is working out the change he will receive from £5 and 90
pence if he buys a balloon for £2 and 80 pence. Complete the 
calculations to find the change.

£5 − £2 = 

90p − 80p = 

Abraham receives                   change.

£3

10p

£3 and 10p



DivingSubtract Money

Holly has £4 and 75 pence. 
She spends £2 and 30p.

Work out how much money is left. 



DivingSubtract Money

Holly has £4 and 75 pence. 
She spends £2 and 30p.

Work out how much money is left. 

£4 - £2 = £ 2 75p – 30p = 45p

Holly has £2 and 45p left.



Give Change Deeper

David bought a drink and paid with 95p.
How much change will he receive if he buys a) the cola, b) the orange 

juice, c) the milkshake?

Cola
81p 

Orange Juice
68p

Milkshake
76p



Give Change Deeper

David bought a drink and paid with 95p.
How much change will he receive if he buys a) the cola, b) the orange 

juice, c) the milkshake?

Cola
81p 

Orange Juice
68p

Milkshake
76p

If he buys the 
cola, he will 

receive:
95p-81p=14p

If he buys the 
orange juice, he will 

receive:
95p-68p=27p

If he buys the 
milkshake he will 

receive:
95p-76p=19p



Give Change Deepest

Alexa is selling gift sets containing two items.

Jordan buys a pen and a notebook. He pays with a £2 coin. How much 
change does he need?

What coins could Alexa give him? 

30p
£1 and 10p 55p

49p



Give Change Deepest

He needs 60p change. There are many ways to make this, for example: 

Alexa is selling gift sets containing two items.

Jordan buys a pen and a notebook. He pays with a £2 coin. How much 
change does he need?

What coins could Alexa give him? 

30p
£1 and 10p 55p

49p



Plenary

What operation do we do in order to calculate 
change?

Do you feel confident to calculate your change when 
you go to the shop?


